In 1986, Saudi Arabia experienced widely fluctuating oil markets. 1 The decline in oil prices from a high of $28 a barrel in January 1986 to a low of $8 in mid-year called for a radical restructuring in several areas of the economy and administration.
An indication of the seriousness of the decline in the oil market became apparent in March 1986 when the 1986/87 national budget was deferred for at least five months, with public spending continuing at the average monthly level of 1985. In August, 1986, the budget was deferred again because of the difficulty of predicting national revenues at a time of great uncertainty in the oil markets.
When the budget was announced on 31 December 1986, it contained a surprisingly high expenditure level of SR 170,000 ($43,335 million), only sixper cent below that allocated in the previous fiscal year. There were also substantial allocations for capital projects -SR 50,0000 ($13,335 million)-and for operations and maintenance -SR 20,000 ($5,335 million).
The OPEC accord reached in Geneva in December enabled the kingdom to set a higher target for oil revenues in 1987 than in fiscal 1985/86. At SR 65,200 million ($17,390), estimated oil earnings are 6.5 per cent up, representing more that 55 per cent of total government revenues. The rest will come from investment income, estimated at about $8 billion, and reserves.
The budget allows for a deficit of SR 52,700 million ($14,055 million). In the previous budget no deficit was foreseen but a $14,000 million shortfall was incurred. Avoiding borrowing or politically sensitive tax measures deficits will most likely continue to be made up from reserves estimated at around $90 billion. 2 Presumably these projections will reassure the country's private sector that the bottom has been reached in prices and production and that henceforth the government will press ahead with the Fourth Five-Year Development Plan which came into effect in 1985 without depleting reserves to levels that would be imprudent. The new oil strategy implemented in late 1986 and centered on a price of$18 a barrel appears to be holding. Saudi Arabia's King Fahd has indicated numerous times that he would like to see prices remain stable for at least two years.
Realistically however it is likely that the government will face falling or at best stable oil revenues for the next several years. Clearly the major problem currently facing the government is how best to utilize its dwindling oil revenues to generate positive overall rates of economic growth while at the same time meeting to the fullest extent possible the basic needs of the majority of the population.
The purpose of this paper is to explore several options the government might consider in its attempt to reduce expenditures. ·.;,.;{&f~~~·'·~~~:;<:~;.;··-i~,~;~~~~
